
Deluxe Materials
Fixing a Jump-Jet!

Use Plastic Magic AD83 where a longer working time is required. This is ideal 
for gluing the fuselage. This product has a 10-15 adjustment time

Plastic Magic AD83 allows an adjustment time before bringing parts 
together, leaves no residue, and gives a neat and invisible joint

Kinetic Kits are available from Lucky Model  
www.luckymodel.com

Deluxe Materials products are distributed 
worldwide to quality hobby dealers, 
in UK:
1   Creative Models 01354 760022  

www.creativemodels.co.uk
2   Expo tools tel 01834 845150 :  

www.expotools.com

Or direct www.deluxematerials.com tel 01529 455034 

NORTH AMERICA Horizon Hobby 
in North America :
Horizon Hobby www.horizonhobby.com

Or direct to consumers  from :
www.deluxematerialsus.com or 
Tower Hobbies www.towerhobbies.com

Contact Details

Jezz Coleman at his workbench with all the products 
used in this build, including the 1:48 Kinetic Sea 
Harrier and Deluxe Materials AD55 Glue’n’Glaze, 
AD77 Plastic Magic, AD83 Plastic Magic 10 sec, BD38 
Liquid Gravity and AD43 Roket Hot

Plastic Magic AD83 once again is the ideal product for 
joints that need time. Spread around the wing…… 

Plastic Magic AD77 will also give an instant, 
invisible bond to any joint…..

...and apply a drop of Roket Hot AD43 cyano to set it

…..and again there is an adjustment time before 
bringing the parts together

…and the high precision long reach brush 
enables perfect gluing in exposed outside parts 
or difficult places

For parts that need instant bonding use Plastic 
Magic AD77. The high precision brush gives a 
clean, neat invisible joint

Liquid Gravity BD38 acts as a free owing 
weighting system and is non-toxic. Pour to the 
desired weight….

Canopies are tricky, so Glue ‘n’ Glaze is perfect for 
this. This product dries crystal clear and remains 
flexible. Apply to the parts to be bonded and hold 
in place for around 15 mins until dry. The clean up 
any excess with some water

Building the Kinetic Sea Harrier F/A-2 with Deluxe Materials Products
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